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�� IT/Systems IT/Systems 
breakdownbreakdown

�� ContaminationContamination

�� Industrial Industrial 
accidentaccident

�� Industrial accidentIndustrial accident

�� Government crisisGovernment crisis

�� Utilities failureUtilities failure

�� Natural disastersNatural disasters

�� Supplier failureSupplier failure

�� SabotageSabotage

�� TerrorismTerrorism

�� Labour strikesLabour strikes

�� OffOff--site product site product 
tamperingtampering

�� OnOn--site product site product 
tamperingtampering

�� Malicious actsMalicious acts

�� Organizational Organizational 
failurefailure
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Continuity Management: 

Preventing Chaos in Crisis
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�� Diminution in Diminution in 
value, writevalue, write--offsoffs

�� Disposal of assetsDisposal of assets

�� Unusual dividendsUnusual dividends

�� New share issuesNew share issues

�� Contract lossContract loss

�� Takeover bidsTakeover bids

�� M&A and JVsM&A and JVs

�� New tax lawsNew tax laws

�� Change on Change on 
accounting rulesaccounting rules

�� Overwhelming Overwhelming 
responseresponse

�� Shareholder activismShareholder activism

�� ComplaintsComplaints

�� Consumer tribunalsConsumer tribunals

�� Blogs & MediaBlogs & Media

�� Plant closingsPlant closings

�� Change of Change of 
managementmanagement

�� Labour disputeLabour dispute

�� VSSVSS
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�� Crisis happens in many formsCrisis happens in many forms
�� Sooner or later you will face some form of crisisSooner or later you will face some form of crisis

�� Managing crisis is part of managing changeManaging crisis is part of managing change

�� Business continuity crisis requires a Business continuity crisis requires a 

Business Continuity PlanBusiness Continuity Plan

�� Crisis communications is an important aspect of Crisis communications is an important aspect of 

the planthe plan

�� Crisis communication for investor relations needs Crisis communication for investor relations needs 

to be guidance orientedto be guidance oriented

Can you avoid crisis?Can you avoid crisis?
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�� Investors are predominantly Investors are predominantly institutionalinstitutional

almost all investments conduit through institutionsalmost all investments conduit through institutions

�� Fund ManagersFund Managers

�� are are competingcompeting for returnsfor returns

impatient and unforgivingimpatient and unforgiving

�� are are answerableanswerable for investment performancefor investment performance

will dump stocks of companies in crisis, if uncertainwill dump stocks of companies in crisis, if uncertain

. . . who are we dealing with?. . . who are we dealing with?

Uncert
ainty i

s dang
erous.

Make t
hem certai

n !
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�� Market also driven by speculationMarket also driven by speculation

�� Speculators need to knowSpeculators need to know

also need to do Speculator Relations!also need to do Speculator Relations!

. . . who are we dealing with?. . . who are we dealing with?

Keep t
hem inform

ed !
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�� ShareholdersShareholders

need to be kept informedneed to be kept informed

�� Like any sale, easier to sell to existing customers Like any sale, easier to sell to existing customers 

than to find new customersthan to find new customers

�� Seek to retain loyal shareholdersSeek to retain loyal shareholders

. . . who are we dealing with?. . . who are we dealing with?

Seek t
hem and in

form !
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EMPLOYEESEMPLOYEES

MEDIAMEDIA

INVESTORSINVESTORSCUSTOMERSCUSTOMERS

SUPPLIERSSUPPLIERS

CRISIS

COMMUNICATIONS

CRISIS

COMMUNICATIONS

Key audience in crisis communicationKey audience in crisis communication

�� AnalystsAnalysts

�� Fund ManagersFund Managers

�� SpeculatorsSpeculators

�� ShareholdersShareholders

�� ManagementManagement

�� StaffStaff
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SUPPLIERSSUPPLIERS

CUSTOMERSCUSTOMERS

COMPETITORSCOMPETITORS

�� ManagementManagement

�� StaffStaffEMPLOYEESEMPLOYEES

•• Their chance to discreditTheir chance to discredit

your companyyour company

•• They may give inaccurate infoThey may give inaccurate info

•• They may give negative spin  They may give negative spin  

(out of resentment)(out of resentment)

•• People will believe themPeople will believe them

•• They worry the mostThey worry the most

and may speculateand may speculate

. . . in a crisis who do people ask first?. . . in a crisis who do people ask first?
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Key factors in crisis communicationsKey factors in crisis communications

�� appoint one spokespersonappoint one spokesperson

�� avoid conflicting messagesavoid conflicting messagesFOCUSEDFOCUSED

�� allow for interactionallow for interactionTWOTWO--WAYWAY

�� show the public you careshow the public you careCONCERNEDCONCERNED

�� give enough information, without speculationgive enough information, without speculation

�� within limits of legal protectionwithin limits of legal protectionINFORMATIVEINFORMATIVE

�� spotlight is on the companyspotlight is on the company

�� opportunity to build credibilityopportunity to build credibilityHONESTHONEST

�� cannot wait for full investigationcannot wait for full investigation

�� dondon’’t keep them guessingt keep them guessingPROMPTPROMPT
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Case studiesCase studies

What they did rightWhat they did right

�� Pilot and Cabin crew gave instructions and explained to passengePilot and Cabin crew gave instructions and explained to passengersrs

�� Management gave full briefing to media two hours after incidentManagement gave full briefing to media two hours after incident

�� Did not assign blame to aircraft manufacturer, contractor, workeDid not assign blame to aircraft manufacturer, contractor, workersrs

�� Focussed on safety and lives of passengersFocussed on safety and lives of passengers

�� Focussed on the most important aspect Focussed on the most important aspect –– peoplepeople

�� jetBlue landing gear faultyjetBlue landing gear faulty

�� Incident broadcast on live TVIncident broadcast on live TV

�� Passengers also watched on Passengers also watched on 

inin--flight satellite TVflight satellite TV

�� Eventually landed safelyEventually landed safely

Case #1Case #1

. . . jetBlue emergency landing. . . jetBlue emergency landing
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Case studiesCase studies
. . . Health supplement company in China. . . Health supplement company in China

�� Media investigation reveal traces of hydrogen peroxide Media investigation reveal traces of hydrogen peroxide 

-- which can cause cancerwhich can cause cancer

�� Company claimed media was part of a conspiracyCompany claimed media was part of a conspiracy

�� Media fought backMedia fought back

�� 22½½ weeks later Health Ministry announced it was within weeks later Health Ministry announced it was within 

safety limitssafety limits

�� Company almost folded up within this periodCompany almost folded up within this period

�� Whole industry in China affected by this scareWhole industry in China affected by this scare

Case #2Case #2
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Case studiesCase studies

What they did wrongWhat they did wrong

�� Slow responseSlow response

�� Lack of concern for public Lack of concern for public 

safetysafety

�� AdversarialAdversarial

�� Shifting blameShifting blame

�� Not focussed on the issueNot focussed on the issue

Case #2Case #2

What they did rightWhat they did right
. . . eventually. . . eventually

�� Hired crisis communications Hired crisis communications 

expertsexperts

�� Opened a hotline for public Opened a hotline for public 

enquiryenquiry

�� Company execs made frequent Company execs made frequent 

media appearance to calm media appearance to calm 

public angerpublic anger

�� Sent out test reports to support Sent out test reports to support 

their casetheir case

. . . Health supplement company in China. . . Health supplement company in China
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Case studiesCase studies
. . . Computer component manufacturer in China. . . Computer component manufacturer in China

�� News of mass exodus of company executivesNews of mass exodus of company executives

�� Issued news release Issued news release ““not a single executive had departednot a single executive had departed””

�� Few weeks later the defectors appeared at a rival companyFew weeks later the defectors appeared at a rival company

Case #3Case #3

What they did wrongWhat they did wrong

�� DenialDenial

�� Caught lyingCaught lying

�� Showed company had Showed company had 

management issuesmanagement issues

China
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Case studiesCase studies
. . . Paper products company in China. . . Paper products company in China

�� Media exposed that most of the paper Media exposed that most of the paper 

products were outsourced to small, lowproducts were outsourced to small, low--

quality millsquality mills

�� Took 6 days to respondTook 6 days to respond

�� Company went on offensive Company went on offensive -- blamed blamed 

media for irresponsible reportingmedia for irresponsible reporting

�� Company got overwhelmed by more Company got overwhelmed by more 

media flakmedia flak

�� Company almost wanted to launch a Company almost wanted to launch a 

corporate image advertising campaigncorporate image advertising campaign

Case #4Case #4
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Case studiesCase studies

What they did wrongWhat they did wrong

�� Slow responseSlow response

�� Shifting blameShifting blame

�� Further tarnish imageFurther tarnish image

�� Corporate image advertising campaign would have backfiredCorporate image advertising campaign would have backfired

Case #4Case #4

. . . Paper products company in China. . . Paper products company in China
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Case studiesCase studies
. . . Dupont China. . . Dupont China

�� TV reported that its cookware teflon might be harmfulTV reported that its cookware teflon might be harmful

�� Next day company issued a statementNext day company issued a statement

�� FlewFlew--in expert to Beijing to explain to publicin expert to Beijing to explain to public

�� Over next 3 months actively sought out mediaOver next 3 months actively sought out media

�� After 3 months, official investigation reveal product is safeAfter 3 months, official investigation reveal product is safe

Case #5Case #5
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Case studiesCase studies
. . . Dupont China. . . Dupont China

What they did rightWhat they did right

�� Prompt responsePrompt response

�� Make ally with the media, even when they are wrongMake ally with the media, even when they are wrong

�� Show concern for public safetyShow concern for public safety

�� Engage interactively with publicEngage interactively with public

Case #5Case #5
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Key factors in crisis communicationsKey factors in crisis communications

�� appoint one spokespersonappoint one spokesperson

�� avoid conflicting messagesavoid conflicting messagesFOCUSEDFOCUSED

�� allow for interactionallow for interactionTWOTWO--WAYWAY

�� show the public you careshow the public you careCONCERNEDCONCERNED

�� give enough information, without speculationgive enough information, without speculation

�� within limits of legal protectionwithin limits of legal protectionINFORMATIVEINFORMATIVE

�� spotlight is on the companyspotlight is on the company

�� opportunity to build credibilityopportunity to build credibilityHONESTHONEST

�� cannot wait for full investigationcannot wait for full investigation

�� dondon’’t keep them guessingt keep them guessingPROMPTPROMPT
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Dealing with rumoursDealing with rumours

�� When there is lack of informationWhen there is lack of information

�� Unguided, people will make prediction based on own Unguided, people will make prediction based on own 

subjective preferencessubjective preferences

�� When there is a combination of truth and fictionWhen there is a combination of truth and fiction

�� The truth validates the fictionThe truth validates the fiction

�� When the subject matter is of concern/interestWhen the subject matter is of concern/interest

�� to the listener/readerto the listener/reader

�� When company credibility is weakWhen company credibility is weak

�� Constant flow of negative speculation and rumoursConstant flow of negative speculation and rumours

. . . how do rumours thrive?. . . how do rumours thrive?
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Dealing with rumoursDealing with rumours

RR ~ ~ ii xx aa

RR = reach, intensity, duration of a Rumour= reach, intensity, duration of a Rumour

ii = importance= importance

aa = level of ambiguity or uncertainty= level of ambiguity or uncertainty

Developed during World War II by two 

Harvard University psychologists who 

studied wartime rumours 

- Gordon W. Allport and Leo Postman

. . . rumour math. . . rumour math
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Dealing with rumoursDealing with rumours

R ~ 7 R ~ 7 xx 1010

R ~ 70R ~ 70

R ~ 0 R ~ 0 xx 1010

R ~ 0R ~ 0
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Dealing with rumoursDealing with rumours
. . . how do you reduce rumours?. . . how do you reduce rumours?

�� Reducing importanceReducing importance

e.g. Industrial accidente.g. Industrial accident

�� Make everyone safeMake everyone safe

�� Reduce hardshipReduce hardship

�� Show concernShow concern

e.g. Downsizinge.g. Downsizing

�� Pay off quicklyPay off quickly

�� Help people find alternative jobsHelp people find alternative jobs

�� Prepare verbal statement Prepare verbal statement –– humanize ithumanize it
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Dealing with rumoursDealing with rumours
. . . how do you reduce rumours?. . . how do you reduce rumours?

�� Reducing importanceReducing importance

�� Can also crowd out with other more important newsCan also crowd out with other more important news

�� Distract from the issueDistract from the issue

�� Reducing ambiguityReducing ambiguity

�� Clarify the truth portionsClarify the truth portions

�� Clarify the fiction portionClarify the fiction portion

�� Give known facts promptlyGive known facts promptly
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Dealing with rumoursDealing with rumours
. . . how NOT to deal with rumours. . . how NOT to deal with rumours

�� DonDon’’t downplay the importancet downplay the importance

e.g. e.g. ““The question does not ariseThe question does not arise””

�� It is important to someone It is important to someone –– ease public concernease public concern

�� Lose credibilityLose credibility

�� Forfeit opportunity to build credibilityForfeit opportunity to build credibility

�� DonDon’’t be ambiguoust be ambiguous

e.g. Rumour: e.g. Rumour: ““Police are planning to evacuate the buildingPolice are planning to evacuate the building””

Response: Response: ““There are no plans to evacuate the buildingThere are no plans to evacuate the building””

Headline: Headline: ““Officials concede company lacks evacuation planOfficials concede company lacks evacuation plan””
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Dealing with rumoursDealing with rumours
. . . how NOT to deal with rumours. . . how NOT to deal with rumours

�� DonDon’’t add fuel to the uncertaintyt add fuel to the uncertainty

e.g. e.g. ““No commentNo comment””

““We do not comment on investigationsWe do not comment on investigations””

““We do not comment on personal mattersWe do not comment on personal matters””

““We do not comment on rumoursWe do not comment on rumours””

�� Info will be sourced elsewhereInfo will be sourced elsewhere

�� Imply you are hiding somethingImply you are hiding something

�� Not willing or not allowed to sayNot willing or not allowed to say

�� People will fill in the gaps with own assumptionsPeople will fill in the gaps with own assumptions
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Dealing with rumoursDealing with rumours
. . . how NOT to deal with rumours. . . how NOT to deal with rumours

�� DonDon’’t speculate about the cause, consequence, liabilityt speculate about the cause, consequence, liability

�� DonDon’’t estimate the lossest estimate the losses

�� DonDon’’t assign blame to any employee, contractor, equipmentt assign blame to any employee, contractor, equipment

�� DonDon’’t try to be funnyt try to be funny
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Dealing with rumoursDealing with rumours
. . . what if the rumour is not damaging?. . . what if the rumour is not damaging?

�� ““No commentNo comment”” is an acceptable response, sometimesis an acceptable response, sometimes

�� Up to the company to respond depending on circumstanceUp to the company to respond depending on circumstance

e.g. M&A discussion underway but management says:e.g. M&A discussion underway but management says:

““The company knows of no significant corporate The company knows of no significant corporate 

development at this timedevelopment at this time””

�� Right or wrong?Right or wrong?

�� According to lawAccording to law

�� Not a duty to divulge until agreement in principle is reachedNot a duty to divulge until agreement in principle is reached

�� Companies have been sued but not held liableCompanies have been sued but not held liable

�� Not a duty to respond to rumoursNot a duty to respond to rumours
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Dealing with rumoursDealing with rumours

�� Rumours are not official and have no clear sourceRumours are not official and have no clear source

�� Cannot refute rumours directlyCannot refute rumours directly

. . . who do you respond to?. . . who do you respond to?
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Dealing with rumoursDealing with rumours

�� Use indirect responseUse indirect response

e.g. Rumour: e.g. Rumour: ““The company MD has resignedThe company MD has resigned””

�� Response: The MD speaks to the media on current issuesResponse: The MD speaks to the media on current issues

�� Use credible platform to dispel rumoursUse credible platform to dispel rumours

�� Third part endorsementsThird part endorsements

�� Business news media, TVBusiness news media, TV

�� If the rumour is quoted in one paperIf the rumour is quoted in one paper

�� Use another paper (or all papers) to give indirect responseUse another paper (or all papers) to give indirect response

. . . who do you respond to?. . . who do you respond to?
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Dealing with rumoursDealing with rumours

WeeksWeeks22

DaysDays33

HoursHours66

MinutesMinutes4545

. . . rumour life. . . rumour life--cyclecycle
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Dealing with rumoursDealing with rumours

WeeksWeeks
�� Weekly publications pick up, bloggers respond Weekly publications pick up, bloggers respond 

�� May become a weekend talk show itemMay become a weekend talk show item

�� Reputation tarnished, but try to repair with the 2 weeksReputation tarnished, but try to repair with the 2 weeks
22

. . . rumour life. . . rumour life--cyclecycle

MinutesMinutes
�� Identify the key source of the negative informationIdentify the key source of the negative information

�� Respond before it gets broadcast, printed, live on internetRespond before it gets broadcast, printed, live on internet

�� Convince them, within first 45 minutes, not to pursue itConvince them, within first 45 minutes, not to pursue it
4545

HoursHours
�� Rumour has crossed into public domainRumour has crossed into public domain

�� More reporters pick it up, your stakeholders see itMore reporters pick it up, your stakeholders see it

�� Face 6 hours of negative news, try to kill it within this timeFace 6 hours of negative news, try to kill it within this time
66

DaysDays
�� Published by many reporters, in various mediaPublished by many reporters, in various media

�� FollowFollow--up story and negative commentary come outup story and negative commentary come out

�� Will circulate for 3 days, try to control it with this periodWill circulate for 3 days, try to control it with this period
33
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How to control an interviewHow to control an interview

. . . and not fall into the analyst trap. . . and not fall into the analyst trap

(or media trap)(or media trap)
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How to control an interviewHow to control an interview

�� Looking for Yes or No answerLooking for Yes or No answer

e.g. e.g. ““Are you going to achieve my target numbers?Are you going to achieve my target numbers?””

�� Reframe it to an openReframe it to an open--ended questionended question

�� Give background to the issueGive background to the issue

�� Show the factors affecting the outcomeShow the factors affecting the outcome

�� Give some event or scenario to followGive some event or scenario to follow

e.g. e.g. ““In the current business environment, competitive pressures In the current business environment, competitive pressures 

and current buying pattern could have an impact on a particular and current buying pattern could have an impact on a particular 

segment of our margin. But if we were to have X volume in that segment of our margin. But if we were to have X volume in that 

segment, we might reach Y revenue for the quarter.segment, we might reach Y revenue for the quarter.””

1) Closed1) Closed--ended trapended trap

Mosaic
Mosaic

proce
ss

proce
ss
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How to control an interviewHow to control an interview

�� May know more that the question suggestsMay know more that the question suggests

e.g. e.g. ““WhatWhat’’s going on these days?s going on these days?””

�� DonDon’’t be defensivet be defensive

�� DonDon’’t assume itt assume it’’s a traps a trap

�� Provide a broad overviewProvide a broad overview

�� Give info on new techniques or key sale, etc.Give info on new techniques or key sale, etc.

�� If you donIf you don’’t bite, they will reveal themselvest bite, they will reveal themselves

2) Open2) Open--ended baitended bait
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How to control an interviewHow to control an interview

�� DonDon’’t get into itt get into it

�� You may be sued for libel or unfair practiceYou may be sued for libel or unfair practice

�� May be aimed at revealing a flaw in your businessMay be aimed at revealing a flaw in your business

�� DonDon’’t make general statements that is common in the industryt make general statements that is common in the industry

�� May incite a flame war in the industryMay incite a flame war in the industry

�� Keep the focus on your companyKeep the focus on your company

�� Reject the questionReject the question

�� Show some displeasureShow some displeasure

e.g. e.g. ““I cannot speak for othersI cannot speak for others””

3) Speculating on the competition3) Speculating on the competition
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How to control an interviewHow to control an interview

�� Designed to get you to overDesigned to get you to over--indulge your answerindulge your answer

e.g. e.g. ““Oh, is that so?Oh, is that so?””

““Why would you do that?Why would you do that?””

““Can you elaborateCan you elaborate””

““But wonBut won’’t that affect the quarter?t that affect the quarter?””

�� Remember to stick to the pitchRemember to stick to the pitch

�� DonDon’’t say something just to get rid of the analystt say something just to get rid of the analyst

�� Say that it is speculativeSay that it is speculative

e.g. e.g. ““This will lead to unproductive and relatively unimportant This will lead to unproductive and relatively unimportant 

speculationspeculation””

4) Rolling why4) Rolling why
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How to control an interviewHow to control an interview

�� Will still print the infoWill still print the info

�� But might not mention the source (if they like you!)But might not mention the source (if they like you!)

�� May find another source to confirm the infoMay find another source to confirm the info

�� Just to have someone who can be quotedJust to have someone who can be quoted

�� Will tell the source that you told themWill tell the source that you told them

�� Can lead to damaging revelations later onCan lead to damaging revelations later on

�� In another context, but lead back to youIn another context, but lead back to you

�� May include material information, insider informationMay include material information, insider information

�� May be linked to rumoursMay be linked to rumours

5) Off the record5) Off the record
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How to control an interviewHow to control an interview

�� Be careful when providing background infoBe careful when providing background info

�� Even with an understanding that itEven with an understanding that it’’s not for reportings not for reporting

e.g. e.g. ““Off the record, the reason for the new safety initiatives Off the record, the reason for the new safety initiatives 

is due to the loss of a worker in a fatal accidentis due to the loss of a worker in a fatal accident””

�� Result: a sensational followResult: a sensational follow--up story!up story!

�� Nothing is off the recordNothing is off the record

�� If you donIf you don’’t want it revealed, dont want it revealed, don’’t say itt say it

5) Off the record (. . . continued)5) Off the record (. . . continued)
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How to control an interviewHow to control an interview

�� Cause and effect questionsCause and effect questions

�� May be good questions for both you and the analystMay be good questions for both you and the analyst

�� But donBut don’’t let it get out of handt let it get out of hand

�� Similar to rolling whysSimilar to rolling whys

�� Take control by addingTake control by adding

�� Add more conditional factors and situationsAdd more conditional factors and situations

�� Broaden rather than narrow itBroaden rather than narrow it

6) What if . . . ?6) What if . . . ?
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How to control an interviewHow to control an interview

�� Line of questions lead to your area of greatest concernLine of questions lead to your area of greatest concern

�� That you may not want to delve onThat you may not want to delve on

�� Implies your business is locked into one main issueImplies your business is locked into one main issue

�� Show that this is not your only concernShow that this is not your only concern

�� Introduce broader issuesIntroduce broader issues

�� That it is not black & white simplicityThat it is not black & white simplicity

�� Talk about other concern areasTalk about other concern areas

�� trade policiestrade policies

�� legislative actionlegislative action

�� global demandglobal demand

�� sustainable raw material sourcessustainable raw material sources

7) Hotspots7) Hotspots
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How to control an interviewHow to control an interview

�� Instead of a question you get an accusationInstead of a question you get an accusation

�� Presumes your company is guiltyPresumes your company is guilty

�� And wants you to prove innocenceAnd wants you to prove innocence

�� Stay serious and donStay serious and don’’t just brush offt just brush off

�� Refute the accusation and explain whyRefute the accusation and explain why

�� Take a standTake a stand

�� NonNon--verbal communication is importantverbal communication is important

�� Look directly as you lay out the factsLook directly as you lay out the facts

�� Diffuse the adversarial toneDiffuse the adversarial tone

8) Presumed guilt8) Presumed guilt
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How to control an interviewHow to control an interview

�� You are cutYou are cut--off too soonoff too soon

�� May lead to incomplete analysisMay lead to incomplete analysis

�� DonDon’’t let the interview hangt let the interview hang

�� Without finishing your pitchWithout finishing your pitch

�� Start by outliningStart by outlining

e.g. e.g. ““I would like to cover 3 main pointsI would like to cover 3 main points””

�� Expand if necessaryExpand if necessary

�� Difficult for them to dice it upDifficult for them to dice it up

�� Ask how much time the analyst haveAsk how much time the analyst have

�� DonDon’’t lose control of the interviewt lose control of the interview

9) No further questions9) No further questions
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AgendaAgenda

�� Types of crisisTypes of crisis

�� Key audience in crisis communicationKey audience in crisis communication

�� Key factors in managing crisisKey factors in managing crisis

�� Case studiesCase studies

�� Dealing with rumoursDealing with rumours

�� How to control an interviewHow to control an interview

�� Other peopleOther people’’s crisiss crisis

�� Rebuilding your company imageRebuilding your company image
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Other peopleOther people’’s crisiss crisis

�� Opportunity to practise Corporate Social ResponsibilityOpportunity to practise Corporate Social Responsibility

�� Because many investors are practising Socially Responsible InvesBecause many investors are practising Socially Responsible Investmenttment

�� Opportunity to build credibility & reputationOpportunity to build credibility & reputation

�� Gain publicity for your company & your CEOGain publicity for your company & your CEO

. . . are opportunities. . . are opportunities

SRI

CSR
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AgendaAgenda

�� Types of crisisTypes of crisis

�� Key audience in crisis communicationKey audience in crisis communication

�� Key factors in managing crisisKey factors in managing crisis

�� Case studiesCase studies

�� Dealing with rumoursDealing with rumours

�� How to control an interviewHow to control an interview

�� Other peopleOther people’’s crisiss crisis

�� Rebuilding your company imageRebuilding your company image
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Rebuilding your company imageRebuilding your company image

�� Communicate internallyCommunicate internally

�� Publicise strengthsPublicise strengths

�� Create awareness in the industryCreate awareness in the industry

�� Talk about future plansTalk about future plans

�� Not past failuresNot past failures

�� Keep on communicatingKeep on communicating

�� Engage with media, analystsEngage with media, analysts

�� Rebuild goodwillRebuild goodwill

. . . after a crisis. . . after a crisis
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AgendaAgenda

Thank you !Thank you !


